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Are you tired of that beach sand 
scratching your wood floors? Do you 
have pets that give your wood floor fin-
ish a workout? How about  those harsh 
disinfectant cleaners? Wouldn’t you re-
ally like to get that kitchen floor clean?

Well, guess what? Now you can have it 
all with porcelain Wood Look Tiles!

From Driftwood, to Barn Board, to a 
more traditional Oak or Cherry wood, 
there are wood-look tiles that suit any 
décor. There is even a wood-look por-
celain that looks like it has tree-trunk 
rings in it!

Whether using this tile on the floor or 
on the wall, it is set just like other large 
format tile with a minimal grout joint. 
With the stain free and stain resistant 
grouts now available, it eliminates grout 
discoloration – the number one custom-
er tile complaint.

Please come into the Atlantic Design 
Center and see these exciting new 

tiles and the possibilities they 
can create for your project 

needs. 
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RAGNO USA
Cambridge Oak

ETIC
Noce

DOGA Porcelain
Tobacco



Cathy Rosen    
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Cathy has been designing with tile and stone for over ten years.  Classic to Contemporary, Cathy 
utilizies the extensive product knowledge and industry experience she has accumulated over the 
years to create and design large and small projects.  Cathy’s philosophy on design focuses in on lis-
tening to her clients’ needs and finding them the best products and the best design for their project. 
Paying attention to the details, and communicating with all parties along the way is the key to a 
successful outcome. “When you love what you do, it shines through!” 
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KRATOS
Sherwood

RAGNO USA
Cambridge Oak

PROVENZA
Lignes

We encourage an appointment with 
one of our design specialists so that 

you can receive the focus and 
attention that you deserve!

CERIM
Wood Essence, Silver

PROVENZA W-Age
Heartwood


